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This paper is concerned with the existence and uniqueness of rank and pseudo- 
rank functions on a van Neumann regular ing R. The main technique used involves 
transferring questions to the Grothendieck group KO(R), which under certain mild 
finiteness hypotheses becomes apartially ordered abelian group. It is shown that 
the existence of a pseudo-rank function on R is equivalent to certain finiteness con- 
ditions on the matrix rings over R. As a corollary, necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions are obtained for the existence of a rank function on a simple regular ing. 
Uniqueness of a rank function is shown to be equivalent to certain comparability 
conditions on the principal right ideals of R. Other results concern the existence of 
enough pseudo-rank functions to distinguish nonzero ring elements from zero, or 
to distinguish between on-isomorohic principal right ideals. 
All rings in this paper are associative with unit (but usually noncommutative), 
and all modules are unital right modules. We use “regular” to mean “von Neumann 
regular”. 
The research of the first author was partially supported by National Science 
Foundation Grant No. GP-43029. 
1. Background 
Definition. A pseudo-rank jbnction [3] on a regular ing R is a map N: R -+ [0, 1 ] 
such that 
(a) N(1) = 1. 
(b) N(xv) G N(x), N(Y)* 
(c) N(e +f) = N(e) + N(J) for all orthogonal idempotents e,I’. 
A (normalized) rank function [ 18, p. 23 1] is a pseudo-rank function N with the 
additional property 
(d) N(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0. 
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Given a pseudo-rank function N on a regular ring R, it is an easy consequence of 
(b) that if x, y E R with XR s yR, then N(x) = NO). A less obvious consequence 
of(b)and(c)isthatN(x+y)GV(x)+N(y)forallx,yER [18,p.231]. 
Definition. A module A is subisomorphic to a module B, written A s B, provided A 
is isomorphic to a submodule of B. If R is a regular ing with a pseudo-rank function 
N and XR 2 yR for some X, y E R, then it follows easily from condition (b) above 
that N(x) < Ndy). 
If R is a regular ing, K L two-sided ideal of R, and N’ a rank function on R/K, 
then it is trivial to pull bac’c .V’ to a pseudo-rank function N on R: namely, define 
N(x) = N’(Z). According t1 [3, Lemma 51, the converse holds as well: If N is a 
pseudo-rank function on L regular ing R, then the set K = {.x E R IN(x) = 0) is a 
proper two-sided ideal of R (called the kernel of N), and the rule N’(Z) =N(x) 
defines a rank function N’ on R/K. In particular, it follows from this result that 
any pseudo-rank function on a simple regular ring is actually a rank function. 
Any rank or pseudo-rank function on a regular ring R may be extended to a 
similar function defined ant all finitely generated projective right R-modules, for 
which we introduce the following notation. 
Definition. For any ring R, let FP(R) denote the full subcategory of Mod-R gener- 
ated by all finitely generated projective right R-modules. In case R is regular, any 
finitely generated submodule of any /l E FP(R) is a direct summand of A 
[9, Lemma 41, from which it follows easily that FP(R j is an abelian category in 
which every morphism splits. 
Definition. Let R be a regular ing. A (normalized) dimension function on FP(R) is 
a map d from FP(R) into the nonrregative r al numbers uch that 
(a) d(R) = 1. 
(b) If A s B, then d(A) <d(B). 
(c) d(A @ B) = d(A) + d(B). 
If, in addition, d(A) = 0 if and only if A = 0, we shall refer to d as a strict dimension 
function. (In [7], a dimension function is defined to be what we are calling here a 
strict dimension function.) 
It was shown in [7, Proposition 41 that there is a natural bijection between the 
rank functions on a regular ring R and the strict dimension functions on FP(R). 
Using the same proof, we w .tend this to a bijection between pseudo-rank functions 
and dimension functions, as follcws. 
Proposition 1.1. Let R be a regular ring. 
(a) Ifd is any dinrensiorl jir,rztion on FP(R), ther? the rule ,vd(x) = d(xR) 
defi~res a pseudo-rarzk furzction l?$ 011 R. 
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(b) If N is any pseudo-rank function on R, there exists a unique dimension jirnc- 
tion d on IT(R) such that Nd = N. 
(c) A dimension function d on W(R) is strict if and only if the pseudo-rank 
function Nd is actually a rank function. El 
Corollary 1.2. Let R and S be Morita-equivalent regular rings. 
(a) mere is a bijection between the pseudo-rank functions on R and the pseudo- 
rank functions on S. 
(b) There is a bijection between the rank functions on R and the rank furxtiorls 
Oil s. Cl 
Definition. A module A is directly finite provided A is not isomorphic to any 
proper direct summand of itself. Equivalently, A is directly finite if and only if 
fg = 1 implies gf = 1 in End(A). In particular, RR is directly finite if and only if 
RR is directly finite, in which case we say that R is a directly jinite ring. As [ 13, 
Theorem 1 .O] shows, direct finiteness is not in general Morita-invariant. For regulal. 
rings, the Morita-invariance of direct finiteness is an open question. 
Definition. We use M,*(R) to denote the ring of all rz X n matrices over a ring R. 
Proposition 1.3. If R is a regular ring with a rank function, then M,(R) is direct@ 
finite for all n. 
Proof. [7, Corollary 61. Cl 
Equivdently, Proposition 1.3 says that if R is a regular ing with a rank function, 
then every A E FP(R) is a directly finite module. This follows from knowing that 
each M,,(R) is directly finite, or it can be proved directly using the existence of a 
strict dimension function on FP(R). 
Definition. Let R be any ring. We recall that the Grothendieck group K&?) is de- 
fined to be an abelian group with generators {[A] IA E FP(R)} and relations 
Ml+[~l=v-I 1 w lenever A @ B z C. Given A, B E FP(R), [A] = [B] in I,‘,,(R) if’ 
and only if A @P 2 B @P for some P E FP(R). Note that any element of 1$(R) has 
the form [A] - [B] for suitable A, B E FP(R). 
Our first objective in this section is to turn K,-,(R), under certain conditions, 
into a partially ordered abelian group. We first recall the appropriate definitions 
associated with this concept. 
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Definition, A partiah’y ordered abelian group is an abelian group G equipped wirh a 
partial order < which is translation-invariant, i.e., x <y implies x + z <y + z. The 
positive cone of G is the set G+ = (x E G lx > 0). If the partial order 011 G is 
directed (upward or downward, which are equivalent), then G is called a directed 
abelian group. Equivalently, G is directed if and only if G is generated (as a group) 
by G+ [2, Proposition 3, p. 131. A strong unit in G is an element u> 0 such that 
for any x E G, there is a positive integer n for which x < nu. 
Definition. Let R be any ri lg. Given A, B, C, D E FP(R), define [.4] - [B] < 
[C] - [D] in K&R) to mea n that there exists P E FP(R) such that A @ D @ P is iso- 
morphic to a direct summz.d of B @ C @ P. (In case R is regular, this is equivalent 
to requiring that A @ D @ 3 2 B @ C @ P.) This defines a relation < on K&R) which 
r 
is clearly reflexive, transitive, and translation-invariant. 
Definition. Given a nonn,bgative integer n and a module A, we use nA (rather than 
An) to denote the direct sum of n copies of A. This is to conform with the use of 
the same notation for infinite cardinals n. 
Proposition 2.1. Let R be any ring such that M,(R) is directZy finite for aN n. 
(a) (&(R), <) is a directed abelian group. 
(b) [A] > Ofor all nonzero A E FP(R). 
(c) K*(R)+ = {[AIM E FP(R)). 
(d) If-R St 0, then [R] is a strong unit in Ko(R). 
Proof. (a) Suppose that [A] - [B] < [C] - [D] and [C] - [D] < [A] - [B] in 
K*(R). Then there exist P, Q, J, K E FP(R) such that A @ D @ P @ J s B @ C @ P 
andC@B@Q@KzD@A@Q.Asaresult, 
and consequently nR @ J @ K s nR for some n > 0. Since the ring f’&(R) is directly 
finite, so is the module nR, whence J @ K = 0. Now J = 0 and so A @ D @P 2 
B @ C@ P, hence [A] - [B] = [C] - [D]. Therefore < is anti-symmetric. 
As denoted above, < is reflexive, transitive, and translation-invariant in any case. 
Thus (KO(R), <) is a partially ordered abelian group. 
Given [A] - [B] and [C] - [D] in K*(R), it is clear that [A] .-- [B] < [A @ C] 
and [C] - [D] < [A @ C] 1 Therefore < is directed. 
(b) Given A E FP(R), it is clear that [A] 2 0 in KO(R). If [A] = 0, then A @ PsP 
for some PE FP(R), and consequently A @ nR s nR for some IZ > 0. Since nR is 
directly finite, it follows that A =z 0. 
(c) We have already noted that [A] 2 0 for all A E FP(R). Conversely, consider 
any [A]-[B]EKO(R)?Then[B,l<[A],henceB@PUsA@Pforsome 
P, J E FP(R), and thus [A] - /B] == YJ]. 
(d) According to (b), [R) ? 0. Given any [A] - [B] E K*(R), we have 
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AN’%zRforsomeCEFP(R)andsomen>O,whence [A] -[B] G [A] Gz[R]. 
Thus [R] is a strong unit. Cl 
The hypothesis of Proposition 2.1 is slightly stronger than necessary to show 
that G is a partial order. Actually, anti-symmetry of < is equivalent to the following 
weaker condition: If A, B E FP(R) are isomorphic to direct summands of each 
other, then A s B. However, this condition is not strong enough to ensure that 
[A] > 0 for nonzero A E FP(R). 
The directed abelian group K*(R) can be easily described in certain cases. Thus 
let R be a regular ing, and let X denote the space of maximal ideals in the Boolean 
algebra of central idempotents of R. If R is commutative, then K*(R) 2 C(X, Z) 
[ 11, Corollary 16.41, [10, Corollary 31. The same conclusion holds if R is right 
self-injective of Type I, [4, Theorem 11.131. If R is right self-injective of Type II,, 
then &(R) s C(X, R) [4, Theorem 11 .15]. 
In general, the partial order on Ko(R) does not relate to the modules in FP(R) 
quite as well as one would like. For example, consider a regular ing R with M,(R) 
directly finite for all n. an _ let A, B E FP(R). If A 5 B, then clearly [,4 ] G [B] , 
but it is possible to lravf iA] < [B] without having A <, B. There is a large class of 
regular ings for which this problem does not occur, as follows. 
Definition. A ring R is unit-regular if for each x E R there is a unit u E R such that 
xux = X. Equivalently, R is unit-regular if and only if R is regular and isomorphic 
direct summands ofRR have isomorphic omplements. For example, any regular 
ring in which all idempotents are central must be unit-regular. Also, any direct 
limit of semisimple artinian rings is unit-regular. 
According to [S, Theorem 21, a regular ing R is unit-regular if and only if can- 
cellation holds in FP(R), i.e., A @ B s A @ C implies B 2 C. In addition, a unit- 
regular ing enjoys cancellation witl respect to 2 in FP(R), i.e., A @B <, A @ C im- 
plies B s C. (For A@ C 2 A @ B @ D for some D, and consequently C s B 3 D.) 
hoposition 2.2. Let R be unit-regular, and let A, B, C, D E FP(R). Thvr~ the jOl- 
lo wing lzold: 
(a) M,(R) is directly finite jtir all n. 
(b) [A] - [B] = [C] - [D] in &(R) $and only if A 0 D s B 83 C. 
(c) [A] - [B] < [C] - [D] itz Ro(R) ijkzd only ij’A @D 2 B 1~ C. 
Proof. (a) It is equivalent to show that each of the modules nR is directly finite. 
ButifnR=A~BwithArr?R,thenA~BrA~OandsoB=O,whenceA=nR. 
(b)1f[A]-[B]=[C]-[D],then[A~D]=[B~C]andsoA~D~r,P~ 
B@C@PforsomePEFP(R),whenceA@DzB@C. 
(c)If[A]-[B]~IC]-[D],thenA~D~P~B~C’oPforsolneYE:FP(R)? 
whenceA@DsB@C. 0 
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As a converse to Proposition 2.2(a), one might ask whether a regular ing R such 
that l&(R) is directly finite for all n must be unit-regular. This is false, as shown by 
an example of Bergman [ 8, Example 21. 
For some of our later proofs, we must know that if n [A] < n [B] in Ko(R) for 
some u > 0, then [A] < [,I. In case R is unit-regular, this is equivalent to the fol- 
lowing property: If A, B E FP(R) and nA 2 nB for some n > 0, then A 5 B. It is 
not known whether this holds for unit-regular rings in general. However, the follow- 
ing proposition identifies a class of unit-regular rings for which it does hold. Note 
that this class includes all direct limits of semisimple artinian rings. 
Proposition 2.3. If R is a dir xt limit of directly finite, regular, right self-injective 
rings, then the following hc U: 
(a) R is unit-regular. 
(b) If A, B E FP(R) ana nA 5 nB for some n > 0, then A 5 B. 
(c) IfA, B E FP(R) and nA E nB for some n > 0, then A s B. 
Proof. Inasmuch as the properties in question are all expressible in terms of finite 
sets of equations, they are preserved by direct limits. Thus it suffices to consider 
the case when R is directly finite, regular, and right self-injective. 
(a) According to [4, The srem 3.81, cancellation holds for all directly finite non- 
singular injective right R-modules. Since all principal right ideals of R are also direct- 
ly finitle nonsingular injective right R-modules, it follows that isomorphic direct 
summands ofRR must have isomorphic omplements. Thus R is unit-regular. 
(Alternately, we obtain cancellation i  FP(R), whence R is unit-regular by 
18, Theorem 21.) 
(b) Since A and B are nonsingular injective right R-modules, this follows from 
[4, Proposition 9.11. 
(c) In view of (b), we must have A s B and B <, A, hence B z A @ J and 
A s B @ K for some J, K. Thus A s A @J @ K. Since R is unit-regular, we obtain 
JWG0,whenceA~B.O 
Proposition 2.3 shows in particular that for the rings considered there, Ko(R) 9 
torsion-free. As a special case, we see that if R is a direct limit of countably many 
semisimple artinian rings, then Ko(R) is a countable torsion-free abelian group. In 
addition, the positive cone Ko(R)’ is uZtrasimpZiciaZ, i.e., &Lo(R)’ is an increasing 
union of subcones, each of which is generated by a finite linearly independent set. 
All such groups actually occur, as proved (essentially) by Elliott [ 1, Theorem 5.41: 
Given any algebraically closed field F, the correspondence R * Ko(R) yields a bi- 
jection between the respective isomorphism classes of countable direct limits of 
finite-dimensional semisimple F-algt:bms and countable torsion-free directed abelian 
groups with ultrasimplicial positive cone and specified strong unit. 
Definition. Let G be a partially ordered abelian group with a strong unit U. If/is 
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anymonotone (i.e., order-preserving) htimomorphism of G -+ R such that f(u) = 1, 
we shall call f a (normalized) functional on (G, u). If, in addition, j’(x) > 0 for all 
x > 0, we shall refer to f as a s&t functional. 
We are indebted to George Bergman for calling our attention to the following 
correspondence b tween functionals and pseudo-rank functions. 
Proposition 2.4. Let R be a nonzero regular ring such that M,(R) is direct& finite 
for all n. 
(a) If f is any functional on (K*(R), [RI), then the rule Nf (x) = f ([xR]) defines 
a pseudo-rank function Nf on R . 
- (b) If N is any pseudo-rank function on R, there exists a unique .functional f on 
(Ko(R), [R]) such that N = N. 
(c) A functional f on c &(R), [R]) is strict if and on& if the pseudo-rank func- 
tion Nf is actual& a rank function. 
Proof. (a) The rule d(A) = f ([A]) o b viously defines a dimension function d on 
FP(R), hence Proposition 1.1 shows that Nf = Nd is a pseudo-rank function on R. 
(b) According to Proposition 1 .l , there is a unique dimension function d on 
FP(R) SUCh that Nd =N. If [A] - [B] = [C] - [D] inKo(R), thenA@D@PE 
B@C@Pfor somePEFP(R). Asa result,d(A)+d(D)+d(P)=d(B)+d(C)+d(P), 
whence d(A) -d(B) = d(C) - d(D). Thus we may define a map f: Ko(R) -+ R ac- 
cording to the rule f ([A] - [B]) = d(A) -d(B). It is clear that f is a functional, 
that Nf = N, and that f is unique. 
(c) If f is strict and x is a nonzero element of R, then [xR] > 0 by Proposition 
2.1 and so Nf (x) = f ([xR]) > 0. Thus Nf is a rank function in this case. Conversely, 
assume that Nf is a rank function. Given [A] > 0 in Ko(R), we must have 
A s XR @B for some nonzero x E R and some B E FP(R). Then [xR] < [A] and 
consequently $ ([A]) 2 f ([xR]) = Nf(x) > 0. Thus f is strict. Cl 
3. Existence 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a partially ordered abelian group with a strong unit u, ict H 
be a subgroup of G which contains u, and iet f be a functional on (H, u). Let t E G’, 
and set 
p=supCf’Cx)/mIxEH,m>O,x<mt) 
(a)O<p<q<=. 
(b) Ij‘g is a functional on (H + 2 t, u) which extends .I; then p <g(t) < q. 
(c) If p < r < q, then there is a unique functional g or1 (H + Z t, u) such that g 
extends f and g(t) = r. 
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Proof. (a) Since 0 < t, we obtain p > f(O)/1 = 0. Since u is a strong unit, t < ku for 
some k > 0, hence 4 <f(ku)/l = k < 00~ 
Consider X, y E H and nz, n > 0 such that x < wt and rzt G y. Then IZX < mnt < 
ml’, whence nf(x) < mf(y), and consequently f(x)/m <f(y)/n. Therefore p < q. 
(b) If x E H, m > 0, and x < nzt, then f(x) =g(x) < mg(t) and so f(x)/m <g(t). 
Thus p <g(t). Similarly, g(t) < q. 
(c) We first claim that if z + kt 2 0 for slome z E H and k E Z, then@) + kr 2 0. 
If k = 0, then z > 0 and 90) + kr = f(z) 2 0. If k > 0, then we have -z < kt 
with --z E H, whence $(-z),‘Ji <p < Y and so f(z) + kr 2 0. If k < 0, then we have 
-kt < z with z E H and -k > 0, hence Y < q < f(z)/(-k) and so f(z) + kr 2 0. 
Thus the claim is proved. 
As one consequence of rh.‘s claim, we see that if z + kt = 0 for some z E H and 
k E Z, then f(z) + kr = 0.7 herefore the rule g(z + kt) = f(z) + kr yields a well- 
defined homomorphism g H + Zt -+ R. In addition, the claim shows that g maps 
(H + Zt)’ into R+, from which it follows that g is monotone. Since g extends j’, we 
have g(u) = I 1 whence g is a functional on (H + Z t, u). We have g(t) = r by defini- 
tion of g, and it is clear that g is unique. El 
Theorem 3,2. Let G be a directed abelian group with a strong unit u, and let H be a 
subgroup of G which contarns u. If f is any functional on (H, u), then f extends to 
a functional on (G, u). 
Proof. Let X denote the set of all pairs (Kg) such that K is a subgroup of G which 
contains H and g is a functional on (K, u) which extends f. 5y Zorn’s Lemma, 
there is a maximal element (K, g) E X. 
Suppose that K # G. Since G is directed, it is generated by G+, hence G+ g K. 
Choosing an element t E G+ - K, we see from Lemma 3.1 that there exists at least 
one functional h on (K + Z t, u) which extends g. But then (K + Z :, h) E X, which 
contradicts the maximality of (K,g). 
Therefore K = G, so that g is a functional on (G, u) which extends f. Cl 
Corollary 3.3. if G is a directed abelian group with a strong unit u, then there 
exists a functional on (G, u). 
Proof. Since u > 0, we see that IZU > 0 for all M > 0 and 11~ <0 for all n < 0. Thus 
there is a unique functional f on (Zu, u), defined by f (nu) = n. According to 
Theorem 3.2, f extends to a functional on (G, u). Cl 
Theorem 3.4. Let R be a reg;Cti; ring. Then there exists a pseudo-rank jiAwtiou on 
R if and only if R has a proper two-sided ideal K such that M&?/K) is directly 
finite for all n. 
Proof. If there is a pseudo-rank. flrncrion N on R, thtin its kernel K is a proper two- 
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sided ideal of R, and N induces a rank function on R/K [3, Lemma 51. According 
to Proposition II .3, M,(R/K) is directly finite for all n. 
Conversely, assume that R has a proper two-sided ideal K such that M#/K) is 
directly finite for all n. According to Proposition 2.1, Ko(R/K) is a directed abelian 
group with strong unit [R/K]. By Corollary 3.3, the] e exists a functional on 
(Ko(R/K), [R/K]), and then Proposition 2.4 shows that there exists a pseudo-rank 
function on R/K. Composing this pseudo-rank function with the natural map 
R -+ R/K, we obtain a pseudo-rank function on R. 0 
C~~llary 3.5. IfR is a nonzero unit-regular ring, then there exists a pseudo-rarzk 
furl&on on R. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, M/,(R) is directly finite for all 12. q 
Corollary 3.6. Let R be a simple regular ring. TIlen there exists a rarrk fumtion WI 
R if and only ifM,(R) is directly finite for all n. cl 
Corollary 3.7. [fR is a simple unit-regular ring, then there exists a rank jbnctioll 
onR.O 
Corollary 3.8. Let R be unit-regular. If there exists exactly one rank Junction on R, 
then R must be a simple ring. 
Proof. Let N denote the unique rank function on R, and note that R # 0. 
Choose a maximal two-sided ideal K of R. Then R/K is a simple regular ring, 
hence by Corollary 3.7 there exists a rank function on R/K. As a consequence, 
there exists a pseudo-rank function N’ on R whose kernel is K. 
It is easily checked that (l/2) N + (1/2)N is a rank function on R, hence by 
uniqueness we cbiain (l/2) N + (l/2) N’ = N. Then N = N’, whence K = ker (N’) = 
ker (N) = 0. Thus R is simple. 0 
Unit-regularity could be eliminated from the hypotheses of Corollary 3.8 if the 
following question has a positive answer: If R is a nonzero regular ring such that 
M,(R) is directly finite for all n, does R have a maximal two-sided ideal K such that 
n$(R/K) is directly finite for all IZ? 
4. Uniqueness 
Definition. Let G be a partially ordered abelian group with a strong unit u. For any 
t E G+, we define 
j,(t) = sup (tzf~ 1 h ‘2 0, m > 0, hu < mtj 
f*(t) = inf {k/t1 1 k, I1 > 0, nt < krjj. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let G be a directed abelian group with a strong unit u, and let t E G’. 
(i2) O< f,(t)< f*(t)<-* 
(b) If f is any functional on (G, u), then f,(t) <f(t) < f*(t). 
(c) If f* (t) -< r < f*(t), then there exists a functional f on (G, u) such that 
f(t) = r. 
Proof. Set PI = Zu, and recall from Corollary 3.3 that there is a unique functional g 
on (H, u), defined by g(nu) = n. Now set 
q = inf {gb)/n”_ ~EH,n>O,nt<y), 
as in Lemma 3.1. We claim that f,(t) =p and f *(t) = q. 
First note that since Otr < 1 t, we have f,(t) 2 0. Now consider any h > 0 and 
m > 0 such that hu < mt. Since hu E H, we have h/m = g(hu)/m < p. Thus 
f*(t) <p. Next consider x E Hand m > 0 such that x < mt. Then x = hu for some 
h E Z. If h C 0, then g(x)/m = h/m < 0 <f*(t). If h 2 0, then g(x)/m = h/m < f,(t) 
because hu < mt. Therefore p < f,(t). 
Thusf*(t) = p, and similarly f *(t) = 9. 
(a) and (b) are now direct consequences of Lemma 3.1. 
(c) According to Lemma 3.1, g extends to a functional h on (H + Z t, u) such 
that h(t) = r. By Theorem 3.2, h extends to a functional j’on (G, u). Cl 
It is not hard to check that 1; and f * are both order-preserving, and 
f*(x +y) 2 f*(x) +-f*(Y); f”(x +y) <f*(x) +f*(y) 
for all x,~ E G? However, we shall not make use GIG these properties. 
Definition. Let R be regular. For all x E R, we define 
N,(x) = sup (h/m 1 h 2 0, m > 0, hR s m (xR)) 
N*(x) = inf {k//l I k, n > 0, n(xR) 2 kR) . 
that 
(In [7], N* and N* are denoted Ns and N?) If M,(R) is directly finite for all IZ, 
these functions N, and N* relate to the functionsf; and f * defined on Ko(R)’ as 
follows: 
O<N,(x)Qf,([xR])<f*([xR])<N*(x)< 1 
for all x E R. In case R is unit-regtilar, the second and fourth inequalities may be 
changed to equalities. 
Proposition 4.2. If G is a directed ab?lian grolrp with a strong trnit u, thm the jtil- 
lowi~lg conditions are eqllivalem: 
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. . . 
(a) There is a unique functional on (G, u). 
(b)f.Jt)=f*(t)forall t EG’. 
(c) f* extends to a functional on (G, u). 
(d) f * extends to a functional on (G, u). 
Proof. (a) * (b) is clear from Lemma 4.1. 
(a) * (c): Th ere is a functional f on (G, u), and by Lemma 4.1 we have 
f*(t) <f(t) < f*(t) for all t E G+. Since f is unique, it follows from (b) that 
f(t) = f*(t) for all t E G+. 
(c) * (a): kk’c are given a functional f on (G, u) such that f(t) = f*(t) for all 
t E G? If g is any functional on (G, u), then by Lemma 4.1 we must have 
f(t) <g(t) for all t E G+. Then if f +g, we must have f(t) < g(t) for some t E G+ 
(because G is generated by G+). Now t < izu for some n > 0, hence t’ = nu - t 
also belongs to G+, and so f (t ‘) < g(t’). As a result, 
n = j’(nu) = f (t) + f (t’) < g(t) + g(t’) = g(m) = n , 
which is a contradiction. Therefore f = g, whence $is unique. 
(a) * (d) similarly. 0 
Theorem 4.3, Ij’G is a directed abelian group with a sfrong unit u, then the _follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent : 
(a) There exists a unique functional on (G, u). 
(b) Giverr any rational number p > 1, any t E G+, and any strong unit w E G, 
there is some n > 0 for which np is an integer and either n t < npw or nw < npt . 
(c) There exists a rational number p 2 1 such that given any t E G’ and ail?, 
j > 0, there is sdme n > 0 for which np is an integer and either nt < np (ju) or 
n(ju) < npt. 
Proof. (a) =$ (b): In view of Proposition 4.2, we have f.+(t) = f *(t) and f*(w) = f*(w). 
Since w is a strong unit, u \< nl1~ for some m > 0, whence f*(w) 2 1 /m > 0. 
First assume that f.+(t) <pf,(w). Then f *(t) <pS,(w), hence there exist k,~ > 0 
such that ut < ku and k/n <pf*(w). Multiplying both k and lz by the denominator 
of p, we may assume in addition that np is an integer. Now f*(w) > k/np, hence 
there exist h 2 0 and m > 0 such that hu < mw and /z//n > k/np. Note that hnp is 
an integer and that km < hnp. Then hn > 0, and (hn)t < hku < kmw < (hn)pM’. 
Now assume that j;(t) ZpfJw). Since f,(w) > 0, we obtain f*(t) > 0, and con- 
sequzntlyf;(w) < f*(t)/p <pf*(t). Proceeding as above, we obtain 11w < npt for 
some )z > 0 such that np is an integer. 
(b) * (c) is clear. 
(c) =+ (a): According to Proposition 4.2, it suf‘fices to show that f*(t) =$*(t) for 
every t E G+. We have 0 <f*(t) < f*(t) by Lemma 4.1 f hence we are done if 
f*(t) = 0. Now assume that f *(t) > 0. 
Choose an integer a > p. As a consequence of(c), we obtain the fo 
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erty: Given any t E GS and any j > 0, there is some m > 0 for which either 
mt < ma@) or m(irc) < mat. 
Given e > 0, choose an integer n strictly greater than both (2a2 - 1)/e and 
1 /f*(t). Let k be the smallest positive integer for which j’*(t) < k/n. Inasmuch as 
l/n<f*(t),wesee thatk>l. 
Now f *(t) < (k + 1)/n, hence there exist k’, n’ > 0 such that n’t < k’u and 
k’/n’ < (k + 1)/n. Then k’n < (k + l)n’, and so nn’t < k’nu < (k + 1)n’u. Thus 
(k + 1)n’u - nn’t E G? 
The minimality of k imriies that f *(t) 4 (k - 1)/n, hence f *(t) 4 ma(k - l)n’/ 
mann’ for all nt > 0. As a r; sult, mann’t 4 ma(k - 1)n’u for all nl > 0, from which 
we infer that 
m (2an’u) 4 TV Q [(k + 1)n’u - nn’t] 
for all ~y1> 0. Inasmuch as (k + 1)n’u - nn’t E G+, it now follows from (c) that 
m [(k + 1)n’u - m’t] G mai2an’u) 
for some m > 0. As a result, [(k + 1) - 2a2]mn’u < mnn’t, whence 
j’,(t) > [(k + lJ- 2a2] mn’lmnn’ = [k - (2a2 - l)]/n . 
Inasmuch as f,(t) < f*(t) <k/n, we conclude that 1 f*(t) -f+_(t)1 < (2a2 - 1)/n <e, 
Therefore j‘*(t) = j,(t). Cl 
Theorem 4.4. Let R be a nonzero regular ring. For all positive rational numbers p, 
consider the j?IllOM’iIl~ colidition : 
Cp : Give/z A E W(R) and j > 0, there is some II > 0 sucCt that np is a/l integer 
aird either nA 2 npjR or njR 5 rzpA . 
[f MJR) is directly finite for all n arrd CP is satisjied for some p > 1, then there 
exists a urzique pseudo-rank ftrnc tiorz on R . Converse&, if R is unit-regular arid has 
a unique pseudo-rank ftrnctiorz, therl CP must be satisjzed for all p > 1. 
Proof. Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 2.2. Cl 
As we saw in Corollary 3.8, a unit-regular ring with a unique rank function must 
be simple. However, this is not true for a unit-regular ring with a unique pseudo- 
rank function. For example, let F be a field, let I/ be an infinite-dimensional vector 
space over F, let Q = End,(V), and let R be the F-subalgebra of Q generated by 1 
and J = soc(Q& It is not hard to check that i? is unit-regular. (Or, as in [7, Exam- 
ple 21, it can be shown that _R is a direct limit of semisimple artinian algebras.) 
Since J contains an infinite direct sum of nonzero pairwise isomorphic minimal 
right ideals, we infer that there cannot exist a rank function on R. Observing that 
0, J, and R are the only two-sided ideals in R, it follows that the kernel of any 
pseudo-rank function on R must be J. Inasmuch as R/J s F, there is exactly one 
rank function on R/J, hence tf ere is ttxactly one pseudo-rank function on R with 
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kernel J. Therefore R has a unique pseudo-rank function, but is not simple. 
Theorem 4.4 can be used to show that a simple unit-regular ing R has a unique 
rank function if and only if certain comparability conditions hold among the finite- 
ly generated projective R-modules. By adapting an argument from [7], we can 
weaken these conditions somewhat, so that the comparability need only be checked 
for princip?J right ideals. 
Definitiou. Let R be a regular ing, and let p be a positive rational number. Write 
p = a/b in lowest terms. Then R is said to satisfy p-comparabili[v if for all X, J’ E R, 
either b (xR) 5 a(yR) or b (yR) 2 a&R). More generally, R satisfies approximate 
p-comparability if for any X, _.a’ E R there is some n > 0 for which rzp is an integer 
and either n (xR) 5 rtp(_vR) or 11 (JR) s np(xR). [Equivalently, there must exist 
m > 0 such that either mb(xR) 5 ma(vR) or mb(_vR) 5 ma(xR).] For the rings 
considered in Proposition 2.3, approximate p-comparability is of course equivalent 
to p-comparability. 
Theorem 4.5 [7, Theorem 231. Let R be a simple regular ritzy such that IL&(R) is 
directly finite for all n. If R satisfies approximate p-comparability jtir some p 2 1, 
then there exists a wlique rank ftrnctiort on R. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.6, there is at least one rank function on R. (This is proved in 
[7, Theorem 231 by a much more difficult method.) Uniqueness i proved as in that 
theorem, in the following manner. Using approximate p-comparability, we obtain 
a positive integer K such that for any idempotent eE R, there is some n > 0 for 
which either nR 2 nK(eR) or FIR 2 rK( 1 - e)R. An easy modification of the proof 
of [5, Theorem 4.41 then shows that the completion of R with respect to any rank 
function is a simple ring. By [3, Corollary 211, R cannot have more than one rank 
function. El 
Theorem 4.6. For a wit-regular ring R, the jtillorving conditiorzs arc eqtrivalerz t : 
(a) There exists a uriique rank flcnctioll OFZ R. 
(b) R is simple arid zatisjies approximate p-comparability jbr all p > 1. 
(c) R is simple aild satisfies approximate p-coF?iparability jar somt’ p 2 1. 
(d) N, is a rank fimctioti OF? R. 
(e) N* is a rarlk,fimction OFI R. 
Proof. (a) * (b): According to Corollary 3.8, R is simple. Now consider any X, _I’ E R 
if?? = 0, choose any II > 0 for which rzp is an Meger, and we will have 
nQR) 5 np(xR). Thus we may assume that _I’ # 0. Since K is simple, R <, k (yR) 
for some k > 0, from which it follows that [yR] is a strong unit in KO(R). By 
Theorem 4.3, there is some FI > 0 for which rip is an integer and either 
12 [xR] < rip [yR] or n [_vR] < rip [xR] . By Proposition 2.2, either FZ (xR) 2 rip (JR) 
or n(yR) 2 np(xR). Therefore R satisfies approximate y-comparability. 
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(b) 3 (c) a priori. 
(c) * (a): Theorem 4.5. 
(a) * (d): Inasmuch as R is simple by Corollary 3.8, every pseudo-rank function 
on R is actually a rank function. Taking account of Proposition 2.4, it follows that 
there exists a unique functional on @Co(R), [RI). Now Proposition 4.2 says that f* 
extends to a functional f on @Co(R), [RI). Since N.&x) = f*( [xR]) = J’( [xR 1) for 
all x E R, another application of Proposition 2.4 shows that N* is a pseudo-rank 
function on R, hence a rank function. 
(d) *(a): As in [5, Pro osition 3.141, any rank function on R must equal N.+ . 
(a) * (e) similarly. Cl 
Corollary 4.7. Let R be a Gmple regular ring, and assume that R can be expressed 
as a direct limit of directll Jnite, remlar, right self-inject&e rings. Then the follow- 
ing conditions are equival ant : 
(a) There exists a uniq tie rank function on R. 
(b) R satisfies p-comparability for all p > 1.. 
fc) R satisfies p-comp-rrability for some p 2 1. 
Proof. Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 2.3. Cl 
In [ 51, 1 -comparability was introduced under the name of the “comparability 
axiom”, and it was shown that any simple, regular, directly finite ring which satis- 
fies l-comparability has a unique rank function [ 5, Corollary 3.151. This result 
could be derived as a corollary of Theorem 4.5 above, but the proof in [5] is more 
straightforward. 
On the other hand, even for the rings considered in Corollary 4.7, the existence 
of a unique rank function does not always imply l-comparability. For example, 
the ring R constructed in [7, Example 31 is a simple unit-regular ring, constructed 
as a direct limit of semisimple artinian rings, which satisfies 2comparability 
not l-comparability. By Corollary 4.7, this R has a unique rank function. 
but 
5. Hausdorffness 
A pseudo-rank function N on a regular ing R is a rank function exactly when N 
distinguishes between 0and the nonzero elements of R, i.e., when N(x) > 0 for all 
nonzero x E R. If R does not have a rank function, the next best thing in this re- 
gard would be a family {Ni: of pseudo-rank functions on R such that when x # 0 
in R, N!(X) > 0 for some i. The main purpose of this section is to derive conditions 
under which R has such a f-- a.mily of pseudo-rank functions. In certain special cases, 
these results yield sufficient conditions for the existence of a rank function. 
Definition. A family (Ni} of pseudo-rank functions on a regular ing R is called a 
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Hausdorff family provided n ker(Ni) = 0, i.e., for any nonzero x E R, Ni(x) > 0 
for at least one i. [Note that a nonzkro regular ing has a Hausdorff amny of 
pseudo-rank functions if and only if it can be embedded in a direct product of 
regular ings, each of which has a rank function.] This terminology is derived from 
the following topological situation. As shown in [ 18, p. 23 11, each Ni induces a 
pseudo-metric Si on R, according to the rule 6i(X,Y) =Ni(x -Y). The family {hi} 
induces a uniform topology on R, which is Hausdorff if and only if n ker (Ni) = 0. 
Theorem 5.1. Let R be a nonzero regular ring. If there exists a Hausdorff family of 
pseudo-rank functions on R , then M,,(R) is directly *finite for all n and N*(x) > 0 
for all nonzero x E R. Conversely, if R is unit-regublr and N * (x) > 0 jar all rzon- 
zero x E R, then there exists a Hausdorff family of pseudo-rank functions on R. 
Proof. First assume that there exists a Hausdorff amily (Ni} of pseudo-rank func- 
tions on R. If xy = 1 in R, then as in [7, Corollary 61 we obtain Ni(1 -I~x) - 0 for 
all i, whence yx = 1. Thus R is directly finite. Proceeding as in [7, Proposition 4 and 
Corollary 51, we see that each M,(R) has a Hausdorff amily of pseudo-rank func- 
tions. Thereftrre M,(R) is directly finite for all n. 
Given any nonzero x E R, we must have Ni(x) > 0 for some i. As in Lemma 4.1, 
Ni(x) < N*(X), whence N*(X) > 0. 
Conversely, assume that R is unit-regular and that N*(x) > 0 for all nonzero 
x E R. Given any nonzero x E R, we haveJ’*([xR]) = N*(x) > 0, hence Lemma 4.1 
shows that there exists a functional f on (Ko(R), [R]) such that f ([xR]) = 
$*( [xR]) > 0. By Proposition cs L .4, there is a pseudo-rank function N on R such that 
N(x) = f ([xR]) > 0. Therefore the family of all pseudo-rank functions on R is 
Hausdorff. Cl 
The following proposition is sometimes useful for checking the criterion given in 
Theorem 5.1. 
Proposition 5.2. Let R be regular, and let x E R. Then N*(x) > 0 if and orzly ij 
there is some k > 0 such that nk(xR) $ nR jbr all n > 0. 
Proof. If N*(x) > 0, then N*(x) > l/k for some k > 0. As a result, N*(x) 4 n/nk 
for all FZ > 0, whence nk(xR) g nR for all n > 0. 
Now assume that N*(x) = 0 and consider any k > 0. Since N*(x) < I/k, there 
must exist k’, n’ > 0 such that n’(xR) 2 k’R and k’/n’ < l/k. Then kk’ < 12’ and so 
kk’(xR) < n’(xR) <, k’R, hence we have nk(xR) 5 rzR with n = k’ > 0.0 
Definition. A regular ing R is abelian provided all idempotents inR are central. As 
mentioned above, such a ring is unit-regular. 
Corollary 5.3. Ij’R is a nonzero abelian regular ring, t?:en there exists a Hausdorlj 
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jhily of pseudo-rank jimtions on R. 
Proof. Given any nonzero x E R, there exists a nonzcro central idempotent gE R 
such that eR = xR. Since CR is unit-regular, M’(eR) is directly finite foe all n > 0, 
from which we see that 2rz(eR) $ t2(eR) for all 12 > 0. Inasmuch as & is central in I?, 
it follows that 2n(eR) 5 MR for all n > 0. Thus 2n(xR) $ MR for all N > 0, henrze 
Proposition 5.2 says that N*(x) > 0. Now Theorem 5.1 shows that there is a 
Hausdorff family of pseudo-rank functions on R. C3 
[7, Example 21 is a urit-regular ring R with a minimal right ideal J such that 
H,J 5 R. Choosing a generator x for J, we have k&R) s R for all k > 0, whence 
N*(x) = 0. By Theorely 5.1, there cannot exist a t-lausdorff amily of pseudo-rank 
functions on R. 
Lemma 5.4. Let R be unit-regular, arid let A, B E FP(R). Ij’kA 5 Bfor all k > 0, 
then HoA 5 B. 
Proof. We may write Ho A as the union of a chain A l < A2 < . . . of submodules such 
that each Ak s kd. It obviously suffices to construct monomorphisms& : A, + B 
such that each ji+l is ac extension of &. Since A l S B, we begin by choosing any 
monomorphism j‘l : A 1 + B. 
Now assume that we have ji; for some k. NOW dk+l = Ak @ Ai and B =ji A, @ Bk 
fOl- SOlIlt A6, &. ShCt? ,fk dk S A,, We alSO kaVe A, @ A; 5 dk @ Bk . htWlNlCh aS 
R is unit-regular, it follows that A6 5 Bk, hence there is a monomorphism 
Jo: A;c ‘Bk. As a result, we obtain a monomorphism jk+ 1 = $k @ 1; from d k+ 1 + B 
which extends ji. 0 
Theorem 5.5. Let R be a nomero direct limit oj’direct[~~ JWe, regular, rigl2t s& 
irtjective riltgs. Then there exists a Hartsdorj~ jht2i@ oj’pswdo-rarlk jirnctitms 012 R 
U’aud only ij’ R corltains 120 illj’ir&e direct sms oj' rtomm painvise isw2orphic 
vigh t ideals. 
Proof. First assume that R contains a direct sum of nonzero pairwise isomorphic 
right ideals I, , I?, . . . . Choosing a nonzero element x
k(xR) 5 I, @ l-QI Ik < R for all k > 0, whence N”(X) = 0. According to Theorem 51, 
there cmtzot exist a Hausdorff amily of pseudo-rank functions on R. 
Conversely, if t1zeb.e daes not exist a Hausdorff family of pseudo-mnk 
on S, then by Theorem 5.1 we must have N*(X) = 0 for some nonzero x’ 
cording to Proposition 52, there exist positive integers ~1~ ) d2, . . . such that 
Q. k(xR) 5 Q R for all k, hence Proposition 2.3 shows that k(xR) 5 R tbr all 
k > 0. Now Ho(xR) 5 R, by Lemma 5.4, whence R contains an infinite direct sum 
of nonzero pairwise isomorphic right idells. Cl 
K-R. 21 I 
tkfmition. AR Meal base f0r a R is g eolleetisn (Ia ) of nonzero mo-si&d 
ideals uch that every nonzero two-sided ideal of R contains at least one Ia. 
is a Hausdorff ;r 
a nonzero element xk 
hence !k Q ker(A$). 
of pseudo-rank functions on I’? 
As a result, n ker(Nk) = 0, from which 
Corollary 5.7. If-R is a nonzero abeliart egular ring with 
idempotents, he?1 thee exists h~ rank jhction on R. 
on& 
Roof. As noted above, abelian regular implies unit-regular. Also, since every non- 
zero two-sided ideal of R contains a nonzero two-sided ideal generated by an idem- 
potent, we see that R has a countable ideal base. Finally, we caw in the proof of 
Corollary 5.3 that N*(x) > 0 for all r fInzero x E R. 0 
Corollary 5.8. Let R be a wnzero regular rirlg, arid assume that R call be expr~wrd 
as a dim-t limit of’countab& nlarlp semisimple artiniarr rings. i?hert here exists a 
mrk fimtiort 011 R (j’and or@9 if’R corltaim no i@inite direct sum OJ rzorrzero 
painvise isomorpltic tight ideals. 
Roof. Because of our hypotheses, R is the union of countably many semisimple 
artinian subrings RI. Let X denote the set of those nonzero idempotents inR which 
are central in some R,, and note that X is countable. Given any nonzero a E R, we 
ham u E R, for some i, whence RiaRi = Ri eRi for some e E X, and consequently 
RaR = ReR. Therefore {ReR I e E A’} is a countable ideal base for R. 
We also know that R is unit-regular, and Theorem 5.5 (in combination with 
Thcorcm 5.1) shows that R contains no infinite direct sums of nonzero pairwise 
isomorphic right ideals if ml only if N’(x) 9 0 ibr all nonzero x E R. By Theorem 
5.6, this latter condition is equivalent to the existence of a rank function on R. Cl 
In general, acountable ideal base is not mcessary for the existence of a rank 
function, as the following example shows. Put t1.e discrete topology on {O, 1 }, as 
well as the measure for which singletons have measure l/2. Let X be a direct prod- 
uct of uncountably many copies of (0, l}, with the procuct topology and the prod- 
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uct measure. We observe that the collection R of all basic open sets of X is a 
Boolean algebra, and we make R into a commutative r gular ing in the usual way. 
The product measure on X induces a strictly positive normalized measure on R, 
i.e., a rank function. However, the existence of a countable ideal base for R would 
imply that X has a countable dense subset, which is clearly false. 
We conclude this section by showing that the existence of a Wausdorff amily 
of pseudo-rank functions is equivalent to a problem of Skornjakov. 
Definition. A lattice L is upper continuous provided L is complete and a A (v bi) = 
v (a A bi) for all a E L an ;1 all chains (bi) c L. If L satisfies the dual property as 
well, then L is a continues lattice. 
Definition. A regular ing R is continuous provided the lattice of principal right 
ideals of R is continuous. According to [ 17, Theorem 5.1 1) every continuous re 
lar ring is directly finite 
In [ 14, Problem 4, p. 1641, Skornjakpv asks whether every regular ring can be 
embedded in a continuous regular ing. In view of the theorem of Utumi just 
quoted, a necessary condition for such an embedding is direct finiteness. Thus, for 
example, the endomorphism ring of an infinite-dimensional vector space cannot be 
embedded in a continuo\?s regular ing. In fact, not every directly finite regular ing 
can be embedded ina continuous regular ing, as we shall show with the help of the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.9. F’r arty mmero reBdar ring R, the followhg conditiorrs are equiva- 
lent: 
(a) R cart be embedded in a corttinuous regular rirlg. 
(b) R cat1 be entbcdded in a regular, right altd left self-injective rhg. 
(c) There exists a Hausdorjf fan@ of peudo-rank jhctions 012 R . 
Proof. (a) * (b): It suffices to consider the case when R is continuous. According 
to [ 15, Corollary to Theorem 41, there is a ring decomposition R = R1 X R, such 
that R 1 is abelian and R2 has no nonzeto abelian ring direct summands. By [ 15, 
Corollary to Theorem 31, R2 is right and left self-injective, hence all that remains is 
to embed R, in a regular, ight and left self-injective ring. 
If Q is the maximal right quotient ring of R 1 , then [ 15, Lemma 8) says that 
every idempotent of Q is contained in R 1. As a result, every idempotent of Q ccm 
mutes with every element of R, , from which it follows that Q is abelian. Likewise, 
the maximal left quotient ring of R 1 is abelian, hence [ 16. Theorem 1.41 shows 
that Q is also the maximal left quotient ring of R 1 . Thus R 1 is embedded in the 
regular, ight and left self-irjective ring Q. 
(b) * (a): According to [ 15, Corollary to Theorem 11, every regular, right and 
left self-injective ring is continuous, 
t and left self-injective ring R 
o-sided ideal M of R. By [ 12, Proposition 3.91, R/M is 
there exists a 
k function on R 
J, S.l]$ [ 1 I* Corollaire 2.8) 
eals of R is zero. Therefore 
farok functions on R is zero. 
uds-rank functions on R. Since 
nce it suffices to embed each 
‘ inasmuch as h”i induces a 
er the case when there exists 
th respect to the metric in- 
ding to (3, Corollary 151, 
quired embedding. Cl
We have seen that there exist unit-re lar rings without Ciausdorff amilies of 
pseudo-rank functions. In view of Theorem 5.9, there thus exist unit-regular (and 
hence directly finite) rings which cannot be embedded in any continwus regular 
ring. 
6. Isomorphism-distinguishing families 
Any pseudo-rank function P:” on a regular ing R induces a dimension function 
on FP(R) by Proposition 1 .l ) and in particular induces a dimension function d on 
the lattice of principal right ideals of R, where d(xR) = N(x). In this section we in- 
vestigate when R has enough pseudo-rank functions o that the induced dimension 
functions distinguish be tlveen the isomorphism classes of principal right ideals of R. 
Definition. Let Cc be a regular ing, and let L(R) denote the lattice of principal right 
ideals of R. We shall say that R has ertough pseudo-rank jirnc’tiuns to dis tiuguish 2 
isr L(R) provided that for all x,y E R, xR s yR if and only if N(x) = N(_v) for all 
pseudo-rank functions N on R. Likewise, we sh; 11 say that R has enough pscuh- 
rank frrrcthms to distir@slt 5 itt L(R) provided that for all x, .Y E R, xR <, .vR ii 
and only if N(x) Ncv) for all pseudo-rank furctions Iv on R. 
Proof. First assume there exist positive integers k l , k2, . . . such that li,,(rlz + 11) 2 0 
for all U. Given any functior.al j’on (C. tl), it follows that k,,(n j’(z) + 1) 2 0 for all 
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n, hence j’(z) > - 1 /rz for all rz. Thus f(z) > 0. 
Conversely, assume that f(z) 2 0 for all functionals f on (G, u). Since 24 is a 
strong unit, z S ju for some j > 0, hence z = jlt .- t for some t E G+ . According to 
Lemma 4.1, t!tere xists a functional f on (G, u) such that f(t) =f*(t). Then 
j -f*(t) = f(ju - t) = f(z) 3 0, hence j”*(t) G j. 
Given any n > 0, we have S*(t) < j t (llrr), hence there must exist k’, w’ > 0 
such that n’t G k’u and kyn’ < j + (l/n). Note that k’n < (jjt t 1)d, whence 
k’nt < (jn + l)n’t < (jjl + 1)k’u. As a result, k’nju = k’nz + k’nt G k”nz + (# + l)k’u, 
whence k’(nz + u) > 0. I3 
Corollary 6.2. Let R be &* unit-regular ring, and let x, y E R. T/m N(x) < Ncs)Jor 
all pseudo-rank functiom N on R if and only v*.for all n > 0 there is some k > 0 
such that kn (xR) 2 kn {JR) @ kR. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 6.1 to the element [yR] - [xR] in .&-,(R). 0 
Theorem 6.3. Let R be a regular ring. Therl R has enough pse~ld~~-ronkSttrrctio~ls to 
distinguish 5 in L(R) ij’and only if 
(a) R is unit-regular. 
(b) [f x, y E R and j& all H> 0 there exists k > 0 such thar 
krl (xR) 2 kn (yR) @ kR, then XR 5 yR. 
Proof. Sufficiency is clear from Corollary 6.2. Conversely, assume that R has 
enough pseudo-rank functions to distinguish 5 in L(R). 
(a) Given any nonzero x E R, XR g 0, hence IV(x) $0 for some pseudo-rank 
function N on R. Thus the family of all pseudo-rank functions on R is Hausdorff, 
hence Theorem 5.1 shows that R is directly finite. 
Now consider any idempotents e,,f E R such that eR s ]I?. Then N(e) = N(f) 
for all pseudo-rank functions N on R, whence N( 1 - e) = N( 1 -f) for all such AL 
As a result, (1- e)R 5 (1 -f)R and (1 -j’)R 5 (1 -e)R. Since R is directly finite, 
so is (1 -- c)R, hence it follows that (1 -e)R s (1 -,f)R. Therefore isomorphic 
direct summands ofR have isomorphic omplements, and so R is unit-regular. 
(b) now follows from Corollary 6.2. Cl 
Corollary 6.4. Let R be any direct limit oj’dirrct!r’ ji’rrite, regular, right se@irljectilv 
rir~gs. T%vz R has enough pseudo-rank jirrlctiorls to distirlfflrish 5 i/l L(R) tf arrd 
oil& if 
(*) I.fx, .!I E R md rl(sR) 5 II (,vR) @ R j’or all 11 > 0, thcrt xR s JJR . 
Proof. Theorem 6.3 and Proposition 2.3. Cl 
Theorem 6.5. L.ef R bp a rqtstar rirg T~NW R has enough pseudo-rank jitnctiom to 
distirlguz’sh 2 irr L(R) ifar& ci.v& u‘ 
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in order for 8 regular ing R to have enough pseudo-rank functions to distinguish 
2 in t(R), it is not enough for R to have a Hausdorff family of pseudo-rank func- 
tions, or even for R to have a rank function. An example of this is the ring R of 
17, Example 31, which is a simple unit-regular ring, and is a direct 1ir-G: of semi- 
simple artinian rings. Also, R satisfies 2_comparability, whence Corollary 4.7 shows 
that R has a unique rank function N. Because of the’ simplicity of R, the set of 
pseudo-rank functions on R is thus exactly {IV}. 
The rank function h’ can be described explicitly by reference to the structure of 
R. Namely, R is the direct limit of rings Tn = II+(F) X II+(F) (for some fixed 
field F), where the maps T,I + TpI+r are given by the rule 
It is easily checked that a rank function N may be defined on R by setting N(x, J) = 
[rank(x) + rank(j)]/2 93” for all (.~,y) E Tit. In view of the remarks above, this N 
is the unique rank function on R. 
Now consider the elements e= (1,O) and f = (0,l) in To, 2nd note that N(e) = 
N(; ‘) = l/2. An easy induction shows that for every 11, e = (x,~, JJ,~) and j’= (zn, lull) 
in T,, such that rank(+) = rank(wJ = (3” + 1)/2 and rank&,) = r:mk(z,,) = 
(3” - 1)/2. Therefore T,, $ f TFI and j 7’,, $ eT,, for all n, from which we infer that 
eR rjE; .fR and J’R g eR. In particular, eR + fR. 
To recapitulate, we have a simple unit-regular ing R with a unique pseudo-rank 
function IV and elements e, jX R such that N(e) = N(j) but CR * JR CR $.fX 
and J’R $cR. 
7. Problems 
Positive answers to any of the following questions would simplify a number of 
the results in this paper. 
1. If R is a directly finite regular ring, is n!,,(R) directly finite for all n? 
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2. If R is a regular ing with a Hausdorff family of pseudo-rank functions, is R 
unit-regular? In particular, if R is a simple regular ing with a rank function, is R 
unit-regular ? 
3. If A, B are finitely generated projective modules over a unit-regular ring and 
nA~nBforsomen>O,isA5B?IfnA%1B,isAZB? 
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